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GTR 01
G major scale on 6th string

GTR 02
C major scale on 5th string

GTR 03
F major scale on 4th string
GTR 04
A major scale on 3th string

GTR 05
B major scale on 2nd string

GTR 06
Ab major scale on 1st string
GTR 07

A major scale on 6th string

GTR 08

C major scale in 1st pos w/ chords
C major scale in 1st pos w/ chords: ROMAN

Alternative ways to play C scales

Guitar theory

C Dm Em F G Am Bdim C
Db major scale in 1st pos w/ chords

D major scale in 1st pos w/ chords
Eb major scale in 1st pos w/ chords

E♭ major scale in 1st pos w/ chords

E major scale in 1st pos w/ chords

F major scale in 1st pos w/ chords
F# major scale in 1st pos w/ chords

G major scale in 1st pos w/ chords

Ab major scale in 1st pos w/ chords
A major scale in 1st pos w/ chords

Bb major scale in 1st pos w/ chords

B major scale in 1st pos w/ chords
A minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords

A minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords: ROMAN
Bb minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords

B minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords

C minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords
$C\#$ minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords

$D$ minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords

$D\#$ minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords
E minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords

F minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords

F# minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords
G minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords

G# minor scale in 1st pos w/ chords
example 1: major scale chords I - IV - V

Guitar:

G 3fr.  D 5fr.

C 3fr.

G 3fr.  D 5fr.


example 1b: major scale chords I - IV - V

ROMAN

Guitar

1

V

3fr.

5fr.

1
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V

5fr.
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1
example 2: major scale chords I - ii - IV - V

Guitar

example 2b: major scale chords I - ii - IV - V

ROMAN
example 3: major scale chords I - ii - IV - V - vi

example 3b: major scale chords I - ii - IV - V - vi ROMAN
example 4:
_major scale chords I - ii - iii - IV - V - vi_

C 3fr.

Em 7fr.

A m 5fr.

D m 5fr.

G 3fr.

C 3fr.

Em 7fr.

A m 5fr.

D m 5fr.

F

G 3fr.

C 3fr.
example 4b:
major scale chords I - ii - iii - IV - V - vi ROMAN

Guitar

VI m

II m

V

I

III m

1

III m

1

VI m

II m

IV

V

I
example 5: major scale chords I - ii - iii - IV - V - vi - viio
example 5b: major scale chords I - ii - iii - IV - V - vi - viio

Guitar

ROMAN

I 5fr.
III m
VI m 7fr.
II m 7fr.

V 5fr.
VII dim 4fr.
I 5fr.
example 6: minor scale chords i - iv - v

Guitar

Gm

Dm

Cm

Gm

Dm

Cm

Gm

Dm

Gm
example 6b: minor scale chords i - iv - v ROMAN

Guitar

I m

IV m

V m

I m

IV m

V m

I m
example 7: minor scale chords i - iv - v - VII
example 7b: minor scale chords i - iv - v - VII ROMAN

Guitar

I m

IV m

V m

VII

I m
example 8: minor scale chords i - iv - v - VI - VII

Guitar

Bm

A

G

F#m

Em

Bm

m
example 8b: minor scale chords i - iv - v - VI - VII ROMAN

example 9: minor scale chords i - III - iv - VI - VII
example 9b: minor scale chords i - III - iv - VI - VII ROMAN

example 10: minor scale chords i - ii° - III - iv - v - VI - VII
example 10b: minor scale chords $i - ii_0 - III - iv - v - VI - VII$ ROMAN

Guitar:

- $I_m$: 5fr.
- $VII$: 3fr.
- $III$: 3fr.
- $VI$: 3fr.
- $II_{dim}$: 7fr.
- $IV_{m}$: 3fr.
- $V_{m}$: 5fr.
- $I_{m}$: 5fr.